
Add life to your
living spaces
Innovative range of interior solutions
from REHAU 

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives
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Today, insightful knowledge of the market and materials, complemented by tremendous experience in 

technology and manufacturing processes, allows us to cater to wide-ranging needs with customised 

solutions. This includes improving road safety, enhancing the aesthetic appeal of homes, reducing energy 

consumption in buildings, etc. As a family-run business, we think and act with a view to future generations –  

keeping with the principle of sustainability. By remaining focused on the growing importance of quality, 

efficiency and sustainability, we will continue our odyssey to make lives safer, healthier and more efficient 

across the world.

For the past 70 years, the ambition to enhance the lives of people around the world through innovative 

polymer-based solutions, along with the lessons from our predecessors, have been the driving force behind 

REHAU’s success. Through our vigorous zeal and relentless efforts, we redefine what is possible in 

construction, automotive and industry, each day. 

When Helmut Wagner founded the company in 1948 with just 2 employees, he illumined the way forward 

with the principles of competence, passion and innovation. Today, REHAU is an independent and family 

owned company that has over 20,000 employees across 50 countries. In every part of the world, the brand 

is redefining the interaction between our products and customers by engineering progress that enhances 

lives.  

A global leader in polymer processing technologies

REHAU Global
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REHAU India

India footprints
REHAU commenced operations in India in 1997, by establishing a local manufacturing unit in Pune district of 

Maharashtra to cater for local industry market. Since then, it has established 3 plants and employed 600+ 

aspirants across the nation.

A German-based company dedicated to beautify 

and enrich homes with innovative solutions, REHAU 

prioritises and delivers superior solutions from 

product design to applications while providing great 

variety in terms of choices.

With more than 1000 direct customers and up to 

2500 retailers, REHAU has exceeded expectations 

by establishing an enormous client base in India. 

With 3 offices and 2 experience centres spread 

across the country, 6 warehouses and a huge sales 

network, REHAU in India has become a polymer 

leader by rapidly capturing the market and 

managing its operations.

REHAU offers a choice of wide range of products 

which allows one to live with premium quality, 

thereby, raising the standard of living. These 

choices are versatile enough to accommodate new 

changes and that too with convenience. REHAU 

ensures that a positive difference is made through 

quality, innovation and choice.

Let's live with quality!
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Engineering progress
Enhancing lives

Trust

With synergism in effort, and trust in each 

member of the REHAU network, we make 

the impossible happen.

Innovation

Our strength is derived from innovative 

ideas that improves the ordinary for 

extraordinary results and performance.

Reliability 

Our adherence for ethical guidelines is the 

foundation of our corporate conduct, 

because our vision is a better today and a 

great future, making us a reliable partner.

A promise of enhanced living built upon
3 pillars:



Premium Surface Solutions
For interior design

Elegant

Contemporary

Durable
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Surface Solutions for Enhanced Living

The premium range of Acrylic Laminates under 

RAUVISIO emphasise the latest trends in 

furniture and living space design. The versatile 

surface of RAUVISIO Crystal, Ace and Brilliant 

can be cut to size using standard woodworking 

tools, giving users total design freedom.

Acrylic Laminates

Pre-laminated Boards
A perfect fit for an ideal ambience, the 

collection of Pre-laminated Boards by REHAU - 

RAUVISIO Crystal Décor, Crystal, Brilliant and 

Radiant - highlight the luxurious and elegant 

factor of any household or office. From high-

gloss to matt, available in a wide range of 

colours to facilitate any interior needs.
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Flooring Solutions
Other than being a luxurious flooring for a 

convenient and comfortable experience, 

RAUFLOOR Crescendo Vinyl Flooring by 

REHAU is also an eco-friendly, water-resistant 

and highly durable solution for residential, light 

commercial and office applications. We also 

have the RAUFLOOR Crescendo Plank and 

Neostein, which have numerous advantages 

and a wide range of colours in EIR (embossed in 

registered) finish, making them the ideal 

flooring solutions for your interiors.
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The Solid Surface consists of non-porous 

artificial stones, which need minimal 

maintenance. This is why it is trending as a 

popular product for application in kitchen, 

bathroom, office, hotel, laboratories and 

medical facilities. RAUVISIO Mineral and Mono 

are converting ideas into reality, giving 

designers all the liberty to fulfil customised 

requirements. The Solid Surface is durable, easy 

to clean and has an elegant appearance with     

a warm touch.

Solid Surface



RAUVISIO Crystal Laminates
The smart glass

red  design awarddot
honourable mention 2013

intelligent 
material & 
design 2015Application Type: Vertical 

50% lighter 
than real glass

No finger marks
on matt surfaces

Individual cuts can be made 
at the building site for
customised requirements

Can be processed
with conventional
wood working tools

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with
applied force

Easy cleaning due
to nanotechnology

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Quick refurbishment
for instant use

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

10x more break-resistant 
than real glass

Hygienic surface free from
chemicals, and is food safe

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and
cleaned without leaving any residue
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RAUVISIO Crystal Laminates
The most flexible glass of all times

Glass lends a sense of elegance and luxury to kitchens, bathrooms and living rooms. An 
innovative surface material, RAUVISIO Crystal fully lives up to this trend and o�ers maximum 
design flexibility. RAUVISIO Crystal is a polymer glass that o�ers a high-quality glass finish 
while completely eliminating the disadvantages of real glass. Looking just as beautiful as real 
glass, RAUVISIO Crystal is 10x break-proof, scratch-resistant, 50% lighter than real glass and 
also o�ers excellent processing flexibility.

Available
in high-gloss
and
super matt
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Individual components 

High-gloss & matt

Glass laminate and balancing sheet

The glass laminate and balancing 

sheet, each 2mm, is perfectly 

colour-coordinated and ensure a 

distortion-free pressed board.

Balancing sheet 2440 x 1220 x 2mm

Matt 2440 x 1220 x 2mm

Dimensions

High gloss laminates 2440 x 1220 x 2mm

Edgeband collection

High-gloss & matt

For RAUVISIO Crystal, we offer 

perfectly coordinated edgeband 

designs.

Product Range

Whether it’s customisation, dimensionally 

accurate pre-cuts or holes for handles and 

fittings - you can easily process RAUVISIO 

Crystal using pre-existing wood working 

tools, without the risk of breaking it or 

producing any rejects. Even bends and     

free-form parts can be created without 

problems.

Easy processing Grooves and inlays

Thanks to grooves and inlays, RAUVISIO 

Crystal offers even more design flexibility.

Product Advantages
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Easy to write and erase

On glossy RAUVISIO Crystal laminates, it is 

possible to write with conventional board 

markers, which can be easily erased without 

leaving any residues. Chalks can be used on 

matt surfaces.

Easy to clean

The non-porous surface is sealed with a hard 

coat finish, and can therefore be cleaned 

without problems. RAUVISIO Crystal is also 

suitable for use in rooms with the highest 

hygiene requirements.

Back lighting

The rear grooves are ideal for back lighting 

using conventional lights. This will allow you 

to add even more highlights.

Break and scratch-resistant

RAUVISIO Crystal is break-resistant and is 

therefore suitable for large-scale industrial 

production. Its shock and break resistance 

result in 20% fewer rejects. The material is 

also as scratch-resistant as real glass and 

therefore highly desirable - even for end 

customers.

Product Advantages
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Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Crystal Laminates

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Super mattHigh gloss

Titanio
High-gloss: 2107L
Super matt: 2109L

Atlantico
High-gloss: 2409L
Super matt: 2410L

Coming Soon

Neve
High-gloss: 2473L
Super matt: 2474L

Coming Soon

Terriccio
High-gloss: 2405L
Super matt: 2406L

Coming Soon

Grafite
High-gloss: 2106L
Super matt: 2108L

Fumo
High-gloss: 1686L
Super matt: 1702L

112041*

Sabbia
High-gloss: 1687L
Super matt: 1703L

112043*

Nebbia
High-gloss: 1910L
Super matt: 1911L

112048*

Zucchero
High-gloss: 1923L

498P*

Piano
High-gloss: 2015L

75712*

Bianco
High-gloss: V2778
Super matt: 1696L

112092*

Perla
High-gloss: V2892
Super matt: 1697L

110244*

Magnolia
High-gloss: 73703
Super matt: 1698L

112042*

Menta
High-gloss: 1684L
Super matt: 1700L

112044*

New

Laguna

High-gloss: 2407L
Super matt: 2408L

Coming Soon

New New

New New New

*Matching edgebands available

112177* 112176*
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RAUVISIO Ace Laminates

Abrasion resistant

Anti-fingerprint

Attractive
Thermal healing
properties

Moisture resistance

Hygienic & safe

Anti-static

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Durable &
long-lasting

Antibacterial

Eco-friendly

Solvent resistant

The Anti-fingerprint laminate

14

Suitable for
Vertical and
Horizontal
applications



Dimensions    

2440 x 1220 x 1mm 

The Anti-fingerprint laminate

RAUVISIO Ace Laminates

Manufactured using nanotechnology to achieve super matt finish that is free from fingerprints 
or scratches, RAUVISIO Ace is the latest premium laminate from REHAU. With anti-microbial 
surface protection, thermal healing capability and high durability, RAUVISIO Ace is the perfect 
combination of attractive design and long-lasting properties.

Application areas

ResidenceHotel and ResortCommercial Restaurant

Application Type: Horizontal & Vertical 

Available
in Uni and
Décor
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Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Ace Laminates

16

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Super matt: 3002A

Congo Walnut

916P*

Hickory
Super matt: 3005A

690P*

Super matt: 3003A

Rustic Prune

901P*

Super matt: 3004A

Cacao

903P*

Billowy Clouds
Super matt: 1006A

75631*

Mesmerize
Super matt: 1007A

112170*

Luscious
Super matt: 1010A

112179*

Honey Gold
Super matt: 1008A

112180*

New NewNew

Hilltop
Super matt: 1009A

112178*

Super matt: 3001A

Garden Walnut

332P*

NewSuper matt: 1012A

112195*

Desert Shadow
NewSuper matt: 1013A

112197*

Boston Brick
NewSuper matt: 1014A

112198*

Bison Brown
NewSuper matt: 1011A

112196*

Brown Teepee

Super matt: 1001A

Forest Green

112158*

Moro
Super matt: 1005A

75617*

Super matt: 1004A

Bianco

112092*

Super matt: 1003A

Light Grey

112164*

Super matt: 1002A

Dark Grey

75611*

*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Brilliant Laminates
Seamless acrylic surface

Application Type: Vertical 

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Colour and 
UV- stable

Up to 60% lower production
costs compared to lacquered
components 

Easy cleaning thanks
to nanotechnology

Totally seamless appearance and
therefore an inexpensive alternative
to  real lacquered fronts

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish
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RAUVISIO Brilliant Laminates
Acrylic surfaces for interior designing

Now
available
in 1mm 
thickness

RAUVISIO Brilliant represents our latest generation of high-gloss laminates. Thanks to its 
vibrant depth e�ect, it can replace high-quality painted elements. The high-gloss laminates 
consist of a PMMA and ABS layer and guarantee a high-tensioning force with a positive e�ect 
on surface stability after processing. RAUVISIO Brilliant exhibits excellent lightfastness and UV  
resistance. There is no colour fading, regardless of natural or artificial exposure to light when 
used for interior applications. 

The balancing sheet developed in-house is perfectly colour-coordinated to RAUVISIO Brilliant and 

has sufficient freedom from distortion for the pressed board.
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Product Advantages

RAUVISIO Brilliant can also be processed with 

conventional wood working tools to make – 

individual, dimensionally accurate pre-cuts, holes 

for handles or fittings.

Sawing and drilling

RAUVISIO Brilliant is ideal for simple bending and 

folding. It can be shaped into nearly any form and 

thus provides a lot of design freedom for 

sophisticated furniture designs.

Bending and folding

Combined with polymer zero-joint edgeband and 

new processing technologies, conventional frame 

effect disappears completely with RAUVISIO 

Brilliant. The result is a perfect, all-round gloss on 

the entire work-piece.

High gloss on the milling radius

RAUVISIO Brilliant has excellent lightfastness and 

UV resistance. So there are no colour variations 

between different light and sun exposures in 

interior applications.

UV resistance

Product Range
Individual components 

Brilliant: high-gloss

Acrylic laminate, balancing sheet and

edgeband collection

We offer perfectly matched edgeband designs with 

RAUKANTEX.

Acrylic laminate and balancing sheet are perfectly 

colour-coordinated and ensure a distortion-free 

pressed board. 

Dimensions    

2440 x 1220 x 1mm 
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Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Brilliant Laminates

High gloss

20

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Bianco

112092*

High-gloss: 5000B

418P*808P*

Magnolia

112093*

High-gloss: 5335B

Meringa

112080*

High-gloss: 5026B

812P*

112097*

813P*

112096*

Moro

75712*

High-gloss: 5112B

White Pearl

498P*

High-gloss: 5087B

Cappuccino

110119*

High-gloss: 1917L

112013*112182*

112094*

Bigio
High-gloss: 6340B

Cubanite
High-gloss: 5338B

Gabbiano
High-gloss: 6339B

Rame
High-gloss: 1678L

New Mocha
High-gloss: 1733L

112185*

Prugna
High-gloss: 5642B

Vino
High-gloss: 5641B

Grey
High-gloss: 2428L

Blue
High-gloss: 2427L

Dark Grey
High-gloss: 2429LNewNew New

*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Board
Fashionable decorative designs and smart glass

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

10x more break-resistant 
than real glass

Hygienic surface free from
chemicals, and is food safe

Individual cuts can be made 
at the building site for
customised requirements

Can be processed
with conventional
wood working tools

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with
applied force

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Quick refurbishment
for instant use
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Dimensions 

2800 x 1300 x 19mm

RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Board
Fashionable decorative designs and smart glass

Glass gives furniture an air of elegance and luxury, whether in the kitchen, bathroom or living 
area. Glass laminate RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Board is a real eye-catcher in every room and 
application - whether as a cabinet door or in a wardrobe. With RAUVISIO Crystal Décor, it is 
possible to realise trendy designs in glass optics that look like wood or stone, while completely 
eliminating the disadvantages of real glass.

Vivid, fashionable and decorative designs combined with smart glass, creates a refined depth e�ect. 
We take cues from current market trends to o�er exclusive surfaces for interior design needs with 
our range of decorative designs. 

E 1
grade
MDF board
used 
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High gloss

Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Board

3576E*3575E*3571E*3572E*

Conglomerato Chiaro
High-gloss: 1966L
Balancing sheet: Sabbia

Conglomerato Scuro
High-gloss: 1967L
Balancing sheet: Sabbia

Marmo Toscana
High-gloss: 1968L
Balancing sheet: Fumo

Marmo Romano
High-gloss: 1969L
Balancing sheet: Sabbia

3580E*3570E*3537E*3536E*

Legno Marrone
High-gloss: 1973L
Balancing sheet: Fumo

Legno Argentato
High-gloss: 1972L
Balancing sheet: Fumo

Marmo Nero
High-gloss: 1971L
Balancing sheet: Moro

Marmo Bianco
High-gloss: 1970L
Balancing sheet: Bianco 

3576E*3571E*3572E* 3575E*

Ruggine
High-gloss: 1977L
Balancing sheet: Fumo

High-gloss: 1976L
Balancing sheet: Sabbia

Legno SbiancatoLegno Bruciato
High-gloss: 1975L
Balancing sheet: Moro

Legno Antico
High-gloss: 1974L
Balancing sheet: Fumo

*Matching edgebands available Colours may vary from those illustrated above
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RAUVISIO Crystal Pre-laminated Board
Fashionable design, seamless finish

Dimensions 

2440 x 1220 x 20mm
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With exceptional resistance to scratches, RAUVISIO Crystal Pre-laminated Board is perfect for 
any application- be it a door or wardrobe. The vivid and fashionable Crystal Board is available in 
20mm thickness, ensuring there is no compromise in quality when creating trendy designs.

50% lighter 
than real glass

No finger marks
on matt surfaces

Individual cuts can be made 
at the building site for
customised requirements

Can be processed
with conventional
wood working tools

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Easy cleaning due
to nanotechnology

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with
applied force

Quick refurbishment
for instant use

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

10x more break-resistant 
than real glass

Hygienic surface free from
chemicals, and is food safe

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and
cleaned without leaving any residue



Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Crystal Pre-laminated Board

Super mattHigh gloss

Available in
HDHMR  &
Ply

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Titanio
High-gloss: 2107L
Super matt: 2109L

112177*

Neve
High-gloss: 2474L
Super matt: 2474L

Coming Soon

High-gloss: 2406L
Super matt: 2406L

Terriccio

Coming Soon

High-gloss: 2410L
Super matt: 2410L

Atlantico

Coming Soon

High-gloss: 2408L
Super matt: 2408L

Laguna

Coming Soon

Bianco
High-gloss: V2778
Super matt: 1696L

112092*

Perla
High-gloss: V2892
Super matt: 1697L

110244*

Magnolia
High-gloss: 73703
Super matt: 1698L

112042*

Menta
High-gloss: 1684L
Super matt: 1700L

112044*

Fumo
High-gloss: 1686L
Super matt: 1702L

112041*

Sabbia
High-gloss: 1687L
Super matt: 1703L

112043*

Nebbia
High-gloss: 1910L
Super matt: 1911L

112048*498P*

Zucchero
High-gloss: 1923L

Grafite
High-gloss: 2106L
Super matt: 2108L

112176* 75712*

Piano
High-gloss: 2015L

New

New New

New New New

*Matching edgebands available
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RAUVISIO Brilliant SR Pre-laminated Board

Customisation in interior designs is in trend. Whether you want a high gloss depth e�ect or matt 
elegance, RAUVISIO Brilliant SR will help you get an exclusive surface with an ultra-durable 
hard coat finish. The material has a captivating lacquer with exceptional resistance to scratches 
and chemicals.

High
scratch
resistance

Scratch-resistant and seamless acrylic finish

26

Engineered with innovative German Technology, RAUVISIO Brilliant 

Pre-laminated Boards cater to diverse industry requirements. It is easy 

to clean and maintain its regular look. Its seamless finish can replace 

even high-quality painted elements; the contemporary features make 

it the right solution for every ambience.

Multitude of Variants 
RAUVISIO Brilliant SR Board
with matt and high-gloss

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Hygienic & Safe

Can be processed
with conventional 
wood working tools

Colour and 
UV- stable

Easy cleaning thanks
to nanotechnology

Totally seamless appearance and
therefore an inexpensive alternative
to  real lacquered fronts

Up to 60% lower production
costs compared to lacquered
components 

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and
cleaned without leaving any residue



Product advantages and technical specifications

Lacquer equips RAUVISIO Brilliant SR to resist 

scratches making it suitable for requisite 

applications.  

High scratch-resistance

The non-porous surface is sealed with a hard-coat 

finish, making it easy to clean. RAUVISIO Brilliant 

SR is also suitable for use in rooms with the highest 

hygiene requirements.

Easy cleaning

  1 hour 60˚ C

  1 hour 50˚ C

Tested for resistance under temperature gradient

{Assessed according to AMK-MB-001 (05/03)}

  4 hour 75˚ C

 Gloss level of <6, measured in conformity with

 Same colour balancing sheet, symmetric in 
order to prevent deformation

 Tested according to DIN 68861/T4

 Scratch-resistant - 4B

 AMK-MB-009 (09/2010)
{Assessed according to AMK-MB-005 (07/2007), 

module2}

  40 ± 2˚C test temperature

  85 ± 5% rel. air humidity

  14 day permanent storage

Tested for resistance under moisture gradient

Technical features

Product Range
Pressed components

Dimensions:    2440 x 1220 x 18mm
Finish: Gloss and Matt

Available in
HDHMR  &
Ply
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Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Brilliant SR Pre-laminated Board

Cubanite

Super mattHigh gloss

28

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Cappuccino
High-gloss: 1917L 
Super matt: 1918L

110119*

Bianco
High-gloss: 5000B
Super matt: 1895L

112092*

High-gloss: 5641B
Super matt: 1902L

112096*

Vino

High-gloss: 5335B 
Super matt: 1897L

112093*

Magnolia
High-gloss: 5026B 
Super matt: 1896L

Meringa

112080*

High-gloss: 5338B 
Super matt: 1898L

808P*

Moro
High-gloss: 5112B 
Super matt: 1903L

75712*

Rame
High-gloss: 1678L 
Super matt: 1904L

813P*

Notte
High-gloss: 1680L
Super matt: 1906L

Coming Soon

Prugna
High-gloss: 5642B 
Super matt: 1901L

112097*

Grafite
High-gloss: 2100L
Super matt: 2103L

112176*

Gabbiano
High-gloss: 6339B 
Super matt: 1900L

812P*

Roccia
High-gloss: 2101L
Super matt: 2104L

112175*

Bigio
High-gloss: 6340B 
Super matt: 1899L

418P*

Titanio
High-gloss: 2102L
Super matt: 2105L

112177*

White Pearl
High-gloss: 5087B
Super matt: 1907L

498P*

New

NewNew

*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Radiant Matt
Attractive combination of flawless finish and durability

  Eco-friendly

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Attractive

Scratch resistant

Moisture resistance

Anti-fingerprint

Hygienic & safe

Thermal healing
properties

Anti-static

Durable &
long-lasting

Abrasion resistant

Easy to maintain

Antibacterial

Solvent resistant

Available
in E 1 grade
MDF

Dimensions    

2440 x 1220 x 18mm
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Trendy design, unique anti-fingerprint impression and superior UV stability with super-refined 
MDF make the RAUVISIO Radiant Matt a permanent solution to issues of stains and 
fingermarks on your furniture. Made using nanotechnology, RAUVISIO Radiant Matt is suitable 
for all spaces. Stunning in appearance, highly durable and comprising of features such as low 
light reflectivity, as well as impact and mould resistance, RAUVISIO Radiant Matt adds a level of 
sophistication to your space.

RAUVISIO Radiant Matt
Attractive combination of flawless finish and durability

Thermal
healing
properties
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Colour collection and matching edgebands for
RAUVISIO Radiant Matt

Colours may vary from those illustrated above

904P*75617*

5005R

112092*

Bianco

112156*

5003R

112163*

Peach

75710*

899P*112171*

Formic White
5012R

75750*

New

112157* 112159*

Citrus Zest
5015R

112181*

New

112194*

5019R

Smoked Oyester
New

5001R

Prussian Blue

110173* 110132*

5010R

Antique Ruby

112172*

5009R

Jungle Green
5002R

75612*

OliveBradford Brown
5016R

112173*

New

75611*

7001R

ZebranoMoro
5006R 7002R

Black Wood
5007R

Deep Space Dark Granite
5017R New

75748*

5004R

Brown Fever
5008R

Purple BlanketCopper
5013R New New New

Sacramento
5014R

Southern Blue
5018R

*Matching edgebands available
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Colours may vary from those illustrated above

7005R

675P*

American Walnut

332P*

7004R

898P*

Glazed Prune
7003R

900P*

Wenge

916P*

557P*

7006R

White Elm
New

902P*

7007R

Grigio Elm
New

727P*

7009R

Garden Walnut Congo Walnut
7010R New7008R

Village Oak
New New

*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Front Panels
Transform your living space

The Front Panels are 100% matched with REHAU edgebands and finished using PUR adhesive. 
The panels are finished with a similar colour balancing sheet to create a seamless look for your 
furniture. The premium quality RAUVISIO Front Panels can be custom made as per requirement 
and ready to be shipped within 15 days.

Available in over 100+ colours and finishes that include high-gloss and super matt, REHAU’s 
latest o�ering, the RAUVISIO Front Panels are the perfect addition of elegance for your interiors. 
Clean surfaces and minimalist appearance make the Front Panels perfect for areas such as 
kitchen, bathroom, dining room, etc.

Modern
design
made
easy

Customised sizes available
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RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Panels

Glass has the ability to lend furniture an air of elegance and luxury, whether used in the kitchen, 
bathroom or living area. That is why RAUVISIO Crystal Decor Panels are an eye-catcher in every 
room and application - whether as a cabinet door or in a wardrobe. Exceptionally resistant to 
scratches, Crystal Decor Panels are available in vivid and fashionable colours, ensuring there is 
no compromise in quality when creating trendy designs.

Substrate
- E1 Grade
MDF Board

Available in 19mm Thickness

Panels will be finished with 45 degree chamfered edges

Individual cuts can be made
at the building site for
customised requirements

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with
applied force

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

10x more break-resistant 
than real glass

Can be processed
with conventional 
wood working tools

Trendy designs with luxurious glass panels

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

Hygienic surface free
from chemicals

Quick refurbishment
for instant use
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Colour collection for RAUVISIO Crystal Décor Panels

35

Custom modern panels ship in 25 days*

Panels are finished with PUR adhesive with 100% matched REHAU Edgebands

Fully balanced panels eliminate warpage

Easy order processing

Conglomerato Chiaro
High-gloss: 1966L

Conglomerato Scuro
High-gloss: 1967L

Marmo Toscana
High-gloss: 1968L

Marmo Romano
High-gloss: 1969L

Legno Marrone
High-gloss: 1973L

Legno Argentato
High-gloss: 1972L

Marmo Nero
High-gloss: 1971L

Marmo Bianco
High-gloss: 1970L

Ruggine
High-gloss: 1977LHigh-gloss: 1976L

Legno SbiancatoLegno Bruciato
High-gloss: 1975L

Legno Antico
High-gloss: 1974L

*T&C Apply

Colours may vary from those illustrated above*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Crystal Panels

Substrate
- HDHMR

Available in 20mm Thickness

With exceptional resistance to scratches, RAUVISIO Crystal Panel is perfect for any application- 
be it a door or wardrobe. The vivid and fashionable glass laminate panel is available in 20mm 
thickness, ensuring there is no compromise in quality when creating trendy designs.

Glass aesthetic in the design of panels

No finger marks
on matt surfaces

Easy cleaning due
to nanotechnology

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

50% lighter 
than real glass

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with
applied force

Quick refurbishment
for instant use

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

10x more break-resistant 
than real glass

Hygienic surface free from
chemicals, and is food safe

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and
cleaned without leaving any residue
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Colour collection for RAUVISIO Crystal Panels

Panels will be finished with 45 degree chamfered edges

§ Custom modern panels ship in 25 days*

§ 30 design options in high gloss and matt

§ Panels are finished with PUR adhesive with 100% matched REHAU Edgebands

§ Fully balanced panels eliminate warpage

§ Easy order processing

High-gloss: V2778
Super matt: 1696L

Bianco

Grafite
High-gloss: 2106L
Super matt: 2108L

Titanio
High-gloss: 2107L
Super matt: 2109L

Terriccio
High-gloss: 2406L
Super matt: 2406L

Atlantico
High-gloss: 2410L
Super matt: 2410L

Magnolia
High-gloss: 73703
Super matt: 1698L

Fumo
High-gloss: 1686L
Super matt: 1702L

Nebbia
High-gloss: 1910L
Super matt: 1911L

Neve
High-gloss: 2474L
Super matt: 2474L

Piano
High-gloss: 2015L

Perla
High-gloss: V2892
Super matt: 1697L

Sabbia
High-gloss: 1687L
Super matt: 1703L

Zucchero
High-gloss: 1923L

Super mattHigh gloss

Menta
High-gloss: 1686L
Super matt: 1700L

New

High-gloss: 2408L
Super matt: 2408L

Laguna

New New

New New New

*T&C Apply

Colours may vary from those illustrated above*Matching edgebands available



Substrate
- HDHMR

RAUVISIO Brilliant Panels

Customisation in interior designs is in trend. Whether you want a high gloss depth e�ect or 
matt elegance, RAUVISIO Brilliant is the perfect choice for you. The material has a captivating 
lacquer with exceptional resistance to scratches and chemicals.

Available in 18mm Thickness

Exceptionally beautiful panels for interior

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Hygienic & SafeColour and 
UV- stable

Easy cleaning thanks
to nanotechnology

Totally seamless appearance and
therefore an inexpensive alternative
to  real lacquered fronts

High scratch resistance 
due to its hard coat finish

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and
cleaned without leaving any residue
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Colour collection for RAUVISIO Brilliant Panels

§ 30+ design options in high gloss and matt

§ Fully balanced panels eliminate warpage

§ Easy order processing

§ Panels are finished with PUR adhesive with 100% matched REHAU Edgebands

§ Custom modern panels ship in 15 days*

Super mattHigh gloss

High-gloss: 5112B
Super matt: 1903L

Moro

High-gloss: 5338B
Super matt: 1898L

Cubanite
High-gloss: 1678L
Super matt: 1904L

Rame Gabbiano
High-gloss: 6339B
Super matt:  1900L

High-gloss: 2101L
Super matt: 2104L

Roccia
High-gloss: 2102L
Super matt: 2105L

Titanio

High-gloss: 5000B
Super matt: 1895L

Bianco
High-gloss: 5026B
Super matt: 1896L

Meringa
High-gloss: 5335B
Super matt: 1897L

Magnolia
High-gloss: 1917L
Super matt: 1918L

CappuccinoWhite Pearl
High-gloss: 5087B
Super matt: 1907L

High-gloss: 5641B
Super matt: 1902L

VinoPrugna
High-gloss: 5642B
Super matt: 1901L

High-gloss: 6340B
Super matt: 1899L

Bigio Notte
High-gloss: 1680L
Super matt: 1906L

High-gloss: 2100L
Super matt: 2103L

Grafite

New

New New

*T&C Apply

Colours may vary from those illustrated above*Matching edgebands available



RAUVISIO Radiant Panels

Available in 18mm Thickness

Substrate
- E1 Grade
MDF Board

Touch of elegance for your home

RAUVISIO Radiant is the ideal range of solutions for enhancing the interiors. Possessing impact, 
heat and scratch-resistant properties along with state-of-the-art anti-fingerprint technology, 
RAUVISIO Radiant is easy to clean and long-lasting.

Anti-fingerprint

Hygienic & safe

Solvent resistant

Easy to maintain   

Durable & long-lasting

Abrasion resistant

Thermal healing
properties

Moisture resistance

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Scratch resistant

Eco-friendly

Attractive
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Colour collection for RAUVISIO Radiant Panels

§ Custom modern panels ship in 15 days*

§ 30+ surfaces in matt

§ Panels are finished with PUR adhesive with 
100% matched REHAU Edgebands

§ Fully balanced panels eliminate warpage

§ Easy order processing

5005R

Bianco
5003R

PeachFormic White
5012R New

Citrus Zest
5015R New New5019R

Smoked Oyester

7005R

American Walnut
7004R

Glazed Prune
7003R

Wenge
7006R

White Elm
New 7007R

Grigio Elm
New

7009R

Garden Walnut Congo Walnut
7010R New7008R

Village Oak
New New

5001R

Prussian Blue
5010R

Antique Ruby
5009R

Jungle Green
5002R

OliveBradford Brown
Super matt: New

7001R

ZebranoMoro
5006R 7002R

Black Wood
5007R

Deep Space Dark Granite
5017R New

5004R

Brown Fever
5008R

Purple BlanketCopper
5013R New

Sacramento
5014R New

Southern Blue
5018R New

*T&C Apply

Colours may vary from those illustrated above*Matching edgebands available



RAUFLOOR Neostein
Rigid core vinyl tile

Colour collection

12 (Abstract and Wooden range)

Dimensions    

1212 x 177 x 5mm | 1212 x 177 x 4mm 

RAUFLOOR Neostein is an epitome of REHAU’s innovation. The plank comprises of Stone 
Plastic Composite (SPC) and is characterised by five special layers: UV layer, wear layer, colour 
film/printed layer/ vinyl top coat, an SPC core and a foam or cork backing layer. The top most 
UV layer protects the surface from most scratches, dirt, chemical contaminants and offers 
resistance to abrasion. The wear layer gives it durability, stain and scratch resistance which 
helps in easy cleaning, while the printed layer provides the desired pattern to the surface. The 
ultra-dense SPC core makes it water proof and durable and the foam or cork backing helps in 
the installation process by smoothing out minor imperfections in the subfloor.
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Polyurethane (PUR) surface treatment

Transparent wear layer

Printed décor layer

SPC Core laminated with LVT base layer

1

2

3

4

Layered Diagram

Product Information

*T&C Apply

1

2

3

4
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Colour Collection

1507L

Shadow Oak      
1510L

Nice Wood

1501L

Mount Larch      
1505L

W. Oak    Cadiz
1503L

Village Oak      
1511L1502L

Cream

1512L

Congo Walnut    
1508L

Walnut    Brown Oak      
1509L1504L

Hickory Bronze
1506L

Colours may vary from those illustrated above
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Solid Surface
The acrylic material for interior design

Thermoformable; flexible
& adaptable to customer’s
design needs

Easy to repair

Eco-friendly

Scratch-resistant
properties

Acid and dye resistant
hygienic surface

Durable &
long-lasting

Horizontal and vertical
applications, apply as
per convenience

Wide range of colours
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RAUVISIO Mineral

Dimensions

2490 x 760 x 6mm  |  3680 x 760 x 12mm

Application areas

Residential space  |  Commercial space  |  Retail space

Solid surface material from REHAU

RAUVISIO Mineral is an ideal complementary solid surface material for modern kitchens, 
bathrooms and up-scale interiors. It transforms any creative interior idea into reality in strict 
accordance with the designer’s vision. A redefined combination of seamless finish, hygiene, 
durability, thermoformability, and colour fastness, it is suitable for every sector, be it 
commercial or residential. Available in 30 colours and several design options, RAUVISIO Mineral 
is the ideal choice for use in leading industries.

Accessories available

Joint adhesive Adhesive gun Mixing nozzle

Ex-stock available

High

thermo-

formability
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Colours may vary from those illustrated above

Colour Collection

Colour collection

30 SKU’s including new premium marble collection

Magnolia
946L

Light Grey
176L

Dark sand
8234

Marigold
1379L

Zucchero
8233

Golden Sand
1041L

Light Sand
679L1043L New

Colomba
1542L New

TorroneSparkle Grey
0180P

Volcano
181L

Moro
1385L

Gold Rain
519P948L New

Croccante Terrain
1378L

1361L New

Cemento Red
1381L

Saffron
1380L

Dark Grey
75734New

Lava
183L

Silver Crystal
1632L

White Sand
1512L

 Tapioca Pearl
75717 1588L

Cristallo
New

Crystal White
180L

Bianco
2556

White
1581L

Vaniglia
8242 New

Sparkle White
5087B

Superoni
1585L
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RAUVISIO Mono
Impressive surface material for interiors

760 x 2440 x 6mm
760 x 2440 x 12mm
1220 x 2440 x 12mm

Dimensions

Accessories available

Joint adhesive  |  Adhesive gun  |  Mixing nozzle

Residential space  |  Commercial space  |  Retail space

Application areas

Ex-stock available

RAUVISIO Mono is an a�ordable range of modified acrylic solid surface material which o�ers 
excellent design opportunities with long-lasting performance. This material is recommended for 
straight application, be it horizontal or vertical. The product is easy to maintain and repair, as it 
is resistant to everyday household acids and dyes. High product quality and surface matching 
glue make sure that a seamless finish is given to the end product.
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Colour Collection

Colour collection

26 (Abstract, Pebble and Uni range) Colours may vary from those illustrated above

1581L

White

8242

Crystal Grey

1109L

Almond

180L

Frost White
8237

Cream Sand

948L

Brick Red

5087B

Sparkle White

Paltinum
947L 

Meringa
464L New

1358L

Cloud

1512L 

Cristallino

1093L

Radiance

Anthracite
1107L New

1098L

Mela
New

New

Magnolia
946L

1040L

Duna
New

Crema
175L

Concrete Grey
75734

Noce
8234 New1041L

Sabia
1361L

Cemento

1385L

Black

Magma
178L679L

Limestone
177L

Indigo

1588L

Amber
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RAUVOLET
Roller Shutter Systems
Innovative storage solutions

Smart

Efficient

Durable
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Flipdoor
Outstanding Practicality on every Level

Whether approaching storage space as design in its own right or going beyond mere functionality and 

conventional ideas, Flipdoor can transform a simple overhead kitchen cabinet into something 

completely new. Flipdoor offers outstanding practicality on every level, from its super-smooth scissor 

movement to the space-saving opening mechanism. 

Dimensions

900 x 780mm

Colours available

Bianco  |  Piano  |  Titanio

Features

Bianco Paino Titanio

§ Efficient use of space-great optics

§ No edges

§ Satisfying closing sound

§ Easy handling

§ Design association in the surface

§ Full closing

NEW
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RAUVOLET Vetro Line 2.0 offers a unique way of bringing together two previously incompatible 

solutions - simple installation with convenient functional characteristics of tried and tested RAUVOLET 

cassette system, and the design features of genuine glass. This ready-to-install cassette module just 
needs to be screwed into the cabinet.

Word’s first ‘plug and play’ glass roller shutter system

RAUVOLET Vetro Line 2.0
Premium glass roller shutter system

30%
space
saving

Dimensions

600 x 1500mm  |  900 x 1500mm

Colours available

Lacqured black  |  Opti white  |  Satinato frosted 

§ Space saving up to 30% compared to regular swing doors - the roller shutter can be left open at any 

desired height for convenient 100% access.

§ The excellent gliding properties offer smooth and quiet opening and closure of the cabinet. The roller shutter 

is designed to withstand heat, steam and water in the kitchen. While steam and water can cause regular 

swing doors to swell and eventually show cracks and bulges, RAUVOLET stays as new for years.

Advantages

Satinato Frosted Lacquered Black Opti White
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Smart glass in a tambour door

Whether you desire ample storage space or a much more modern look for your interiors, 

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 2.0 offers you the best of both worlds. With the sophisticated look and 

design of glass as well as the improved strength, better scratch resistance and lighter weight of 

a polymer, it is expertly crafted to suit the modern interior designs, be it for kitchen, living room 

or a shop fit-out.

Colours available Dimensions

600 x 1500mm

Bianco Magnolia

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 2.0

Bianco  |  Magnolia  |  Piano

Piano

NEW

Advantages

§ Accessory set available in 3 colours.

§ Available in High Gloss & Matt finish.

§ Simple installation using ‘Plug & Play’ system.

§ Designed to match current RAUVISIO Crystal colours.

§ Aesthetic appeal of real glass with the benefits of a polymer door system.
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RAUVOLET Metallic Line Frame 4

RAUVOLET Metallic Line Frame 4 offers a unique way of bringing together two previously incompatible 

solutions - simple installation with convenient functional characteristics of tried and tested RAUVOLET 

cassette system, and the design features of genuine glass. This ready-to-install cassette module just 

needs to be screwed into the cabinet.

Colours available

Real aluminium finish (230 L) SS finish available

RAUVOLET Metallic Line tambour door system makes exclusivity possible.

§  High-quality, exclusive look

§  Light, smooth running

§  High operating comfort

§  Pleasant feel

Advantages

§  Delicate track system and reduced accessories creates a sleek design.

§  The new subtle design of the track system made from solid aluminium highlights the exclusive 

appearance of the RAUVOLET Metallic Line effectively - for the first time.

§  Combination of exclusive aluminium or stainless steel (SS) surfaces with the convenient, functional 

properties of polymer tambour door systems.

§  Easy to install due to convenient cassette solution.

Delicate roller shutter system for stirring appearance

Dimensions

600 x 1500mm  |  900 x 1500mm
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Glass look alike roller shutter system

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 1.0 offers a glass look to your premium cabinet shutters. The tried and 

tested RAUVOLET cassette system that gives ease of installation and convenient functional 

characteristics just needs to be screwed into the cabinet.

Colours available

Bianco   |   Fumo   |   Piano   |   Sabbia

Dimensions

600 x 1500mm

§ Excellent gliding properties offer smooth and quiet opening and closure of the cabinet. The roller shutter 

is designed to withstand heat, steam and water in the kitchen. While steam and water can cause regular 

swing doors to swell and eventually show cracks and bulges, RAUVOLET stays as good as new for years.

§ Space saving up to 30% compared to regular swing door. The roller shutter can be left open at any 

desired height for convenient 100% access.

Advantages

Bianco SabbiaFumo

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 1.0

Piano New
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RAUVOLET Easy Line
Greater comfort for every home

Young modern people lead a lifestyle that demands easy and convenient solutions for their living 

spaces. RAUVOLET Easy Line offers just that by giving you the unique benefits of roller shutters in a 

new avatar!

Dimensions

450 x 1350mm  |  600 x 1350mm  |  900 x 1350mm

**Calculation is based on 

laboratory tests of six openings 

per day: 40,000 cycles/2,190 

openings/year = 18 years 

Advantages

§  Space saving up to 30% compared to regular swing doors - the roller shutter can be left open at any 

desired height for convenient 100% access.

§  RAUVOLET Easy Line opens smoothly and quietly, and is tested over 40,000 cycles which means the 

product lasts for at least 18 years** with minimal maintenance!

Silver Metallic Rear Aluminium Finish Black Matt New
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RAUVOLET E-23
Versatile system at affordable price

Setting up roller shutter cabinet is no longer a chore as necessary accessories are included in 

the E-23 kit. This is suitable for both vertical as well as horizontal applications.

Dimensions

600 x 1200mm

§  Easy installation

§  Space saving by 30% compared to regular swing doors

Advantages

Silver Metallic Black
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RAUVARIO Plinth Systems
Innovative system solutions
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Plinth Cover
Basis for a modern kitchen design

Available in
2 lengths:
2.4m & 3m

Protects against moisture and dirt ingressed 

underneath the cabinets, hides the leg and 

thus improves aesthetic appeal.

Function

- 100mm

 Black

Colours available

Plinth covers are both functional and decorative elements for 

every interior. It has a hollow chambered profile with soft 

transparent sealing lip that creates a reliable barrier against 

dirt and moisture.

Dimensions

 Silver

- 150mm 

 Brushed aluminium

 Aluminium satin
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Plinth Legs
Where modern kitchens rest

 New mounting piece to overcome the problem of 

crown breakage due to screw tightening

 New thread stopper for firm stopping

 Square thread instead of round to avoid slippage 

of leg in case of excess load

 Fitting between leg and mounting piece, and leg 

and foot is tight

Features

Plinth Leg screw on Plinth Leg with dowel adjustable

plinth legs to support cabinet

carcase and suitable for use with

RAUVARIO Plinth Cover 

 Worktops can be set to a desired height with Plinth Legs

 Tolerance ± 10mm

Sizes available

 Carcase bottom can be transported with fitted mounting 

piece

 Triangular

Available shapes

Function

 The carcase rests on RAUVARIO Plinth Legs. 

 Round

Colour available

 150mm (adjustable between 140 - 168mm)

 100mm (adjustable between 90 -118mm)

 Black Cover panel bracket
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Plinth Accessories
Plinth connectors and end caps

Plinth connector 90º

 Aluminium brushed

 150mm

 100mm

 Aluminium satin

Colours available

Sizes available

 Black

Matching connectors for plinth cover to ensure proper 

sealing at 90° and uniform design

Function

 Silver

Height adjuster

Sizes available

 100mm

 Black

 Silver

Colours available

Function

Conceals cross section of plinth cover

 150mm

Plinth connector straight 

Colours available

 Aluminium satin

 100mm

Sizes available

 150mm

 Silver

Function

Matching connectors for plinth cover to ensure proper 

sealing at 180° and uniform design

 Black

 Aluminium brushed
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Dimensions

-

Colours available

 Black

Height adjuster

Function

To adjust the height of plinth cover

Cover panel bracket

Function

Cover panel bracket is used as a connector between legs 

and plinth

 Screw fitting

Types available

 Snap fitting 

Plinth Accessories
Plinth flap, cover panel bracket and height adjuster

Plinth flap
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Edgeband
Wide range to fulfil your creativity

Find out which edgeband design suits your

furniture best with the Edgeband Configurator

on the REHAU India App

Download REHAU India App

1400+ 

colours

available
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The desires and requirements of customers are getting progressively personalised. Therefore, professional colour 

management is required to meet these standards. With RAUKANTEX Colour, you can always strike the right tone.

RAUKANTEX Colour
Always the right tone

With RAUKANTEX Décor, there are no limits to your imagination, owing to our wide range: fine woods, 

multiplex effects, artful design combinations, brilliant stone designs, and trendy metallic prints RAUKANTEX 

Colour and Décor can be easily matched to Indian or global surface and board collections. REHAU India offers 

1400+ colours and décors with different embossings, which makes us the leading design competence 

supplier in the market. With REHAU, you can be sure that we will always offer the right design to match 

your requirements!

RAUKANTEX Décor
Unlimited Variety

More than 20,00,000
edgeband options
are possible through the combination
of materials, dimensions, embossing,
gloss level and application methods

1400+ edgeband designs**

300
active, continuously
available edgeband designs

200
new additions
annually

RAUKANTEX Colour and Décor
Add life to your furniture

100% 
match with
leading board 
and laminate 
manufacturers

Wide embossed pattern
available

uPVC Edgebands AntibacterialAntifungal

100% match
with laminatesDOP freeDOP

Various sizes available in
12 to 55mm width and
0.4 to 3.0mm thickness

Available in different
materials PVC, ABS,
Veneer and PMMA

Available in various finishes
from super matt to mirror gloss

**Indian range

***International range
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  (without embossing)

Material ABS

Size 23 x 1mm

Lacquer type Mirror gloss

RAUKANTEX Mirror Gloss
The ultimate in gloss edgebands

Features

 The ultimate in gloss edgeband

 A gloss level of over 85 points and a pure, 

reflective quality, sets new standards for 

mirror surface effect

 Goes mainly with Formica, Senosan

 Now includes the dimensions 45 x 1.3mm for 

wide-horizontal applications in kitchen and 

bistro

 Delivery with protective foil

- Fresh colours and striking decorative designs 

are the newest additions to our collection

The high demand for high-gloss surfaces in upmarket interior designs for office and living space 
is set to continue. When creating high-gloss surfaces, it doesn’t come down to gloss level alone; 
the high-gloss finish is influenced considerably by the neutrality in the surface. The eye 
perceives a mirror effect only when both these factors resonate. Striking the perfect balance 
between the twin factors is the secret behind the success of the RAUKANTEX mirror gloss 
edgebands. Having a lacquer application with over 85 gloss level points and unique smoothness 
of the ABS surface, RAUKANTEX Mirror Gloss sets the highest standards
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REHAU can now add two distinctly different gloss finishes to one decorative design. By using 
two different lacquer types, we have successfully managed to produce unique effects creating a 
3D illusion. Ingenuity of the new brushed titanium, foamed metal and rain decorative designs 
convince even the most discerning critics. The processing properties, however, have remained 
the same for all of the innovations: good radius compatibility, a finish that requires no 
reworking, radii that can be polished, and decorative designs that remain intact even when the 
radius is milled. These are matched to popular boards/laminates.

RAUKANTEX Magic 3D
The fascination of metal

RAUKANTEX Magic 3D

Material PMMA 

  (Polymethyl

  methacrylate) 

  with new

  decoration 

  process

Embossing Smooth/223

Lacquer type Standard lacquer

Size  23mm x 1.00mm

Material  PP (Polypropylene) 

   with real 

   aluminum or 

   steel surface

Embossing  Smooth/223

Lacquer type  Standard lacquer

Size   23mm x 1.00mm

 Combinational design, metal foil and processing advantage of polymers

 Zero-hour adjustment time - no special adjustment required on machine parameters

 New perspectives in the creative edge design along with RAUVOLVET Roller Shutter

 Economical alternative for compact aluminum edge applications. There is no need for special 

adjustment on machine parameters

 Various combination of colours/décor and two different finishing on surface are possible 

Advantages

72236 - Aluminium (Art. no. 309509-002)
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This creates the appearance of being one piece.
Furthermore, there is of course the combination of glass and metal in 
order to create a stacked effect. Whilst the top of the edgeband is 
glass-coloured, the lower area is finished e.g., with a stainless steel or 
aluminium look.

REHAU’s V-groove has a split design feature allowing high gloss and 
matt finish to be incorporated within one edgeband. By ensuring that 
the top section of the edgeband has an exact lacquer match to the 
surface being edged, the impression created is that the surface and 
the top section of the edgeband is all made from one piece, with the 
lower section of the edgeband having a contrasting matt finish. By 
cleverly incorporating two different levels of lacquers within one 
edgeband, the overall impression of a moulded surface is achieved, 
suggesting a surface created out of the same parent material. For 
worktops and counter applications, the new dimension in 45 x 1.3mm 
offers the perfect solution. The new super high gloss design is ideally 
matched to the glossy surfaces of board manufacturers.

Size 23mm x 1.00mm

Lacquer type Standard lacquer

Embossing Smooth/223 

Material PMMA (Poly Methylmetha Acrylate) 

RAUKANTEX V-Groove
Glass and metal unite

RAUKANTEX Super High Gloss
The impressive gloss

The world of high-gloss boards/laminates and the spectrum of 
corresponding gloss levels are vast. Based on the customer 
requirement and area of application, you can create a perfect surface 
with optimum gloss level. REHAU recognises these differences and, 
in response, also offers super-high-gloss finish, matched to 
corresponding boards and laminates in addition to the high-end 
mirror gloss surface.

Material PVC and ABS

Lacquer type Super high gloss lacquer

Size 23 x 1.30mm and 25 x 1.30mm

Advantages

 Comes with protective film to prevent scratches during processing 

or transportation.

 Designed for use in regular edgeband machine without the need 

for special settings.

 New super high gloss finish with gloss level of over 85 points with 

smooth and reflective surface.
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Wood has many varieties: walnut, maple, beech, ash, etc., each corresponding to a particular 
shade. This range in the natural variety of wood is also available in RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer 
edgebands.
During production, the veneers are sorted according to growth characteristics and appearance, 
so that within each batch the master rolls produced are of uniform colour. With its wide variety 
of wood types and thicknesses, the RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer edgeband range can provide a 
suitable match for every application.

RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer
Mesmerising wooden patterns

Wood veneer

Thickness
0.60mm and 1.00mm

Width
24mm, 35mm, 45mm and 55mm

Real wood veneer collection

European wooden pattern

Multi-layered with adhesive-coated sides

Asymmetrical and finger joints 

Material

Size

Advantages

Oak Maple Ash

Teak American Walnut
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Elevate your design with zero-seams and zero glue

Zero-joint Edgeband is a revolutionary product from REHAU to help you achieve a seamless 
finish with no framing effect. The pre-applied, co-extruded polymer functional layer replaces 
the traditional glue, allowing for a much superior and seamless joint between the edgeband and 
the board. 

REHAU Zero-joint Edgeband

§ Achieve visually beautiful monolithic panel look

§ Best moisture resistance, heat resistance and performance over time

§ Seamless joint and a higher quality seal

§ Higher quality edging allows you to promote a higher-end finished product at a premium

§ Creates a bond equal to or greater than PUR (no delamination)

§ No hotmelt or down-line cleaning of excess adhesive from finished panels

Advantages
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Sustainability 

While our quest is to achieve a seamless joint and 

superior finish with Zero-joint edgebanding, the ecology 

and conservation of resources are important for REHAU 

too. Thus, we are able to reduce the need for adhesives 

and cleaning agents during the procedure. We also use 

ABS material  ecological in nature  harmless that is and

to the health of humans. 

Seamless joint

Better
moisture-resistant

Heat-resistant

Highly Durable
Environment
Friendly

GLUEGLUE

No glue
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RAUCARP Retail Collection
Affordable. Durable. Fashionable

RAUCARP edgebands is a quality range to protect the furniture from physical damages while 
enhancing its overall appearance. It can be applied manually on the edges of furniture. 
Moreover, it is a highly economical choice when it comes to wooden binding and replacement of 
melamine.

Material  PVC
Lacquer type  Matt

Size 22 x 0.45mm | 22 x 0.8mm 
Roll Size 50mt

Economical Durable User friendly

*Other sizes available on demands

Available 
in 100
shades

Aesthetic
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A particular highlight within the V-Twin is the stepped edgeband with a groove. Whilst the 
upper section of the edgeband is available in typical glass colours, the lower section features 
aluminium. When combined with a surface of the same shade, this gives an appearance of a real 
glass-like top surface.

Available 
in 10
shades

V-Twin
Dual tone to edgeband

§  Various combination of colours/décor and two different finishes on surface is possible

§  Special surface protection - 100% resistant to typical accidental scratches

§  New perspectives in the creative edge design along with RAUVOLVET roller shutter

§  Combination of the design aspect of glass with the processing advantages of polymers

§  Zero-hour adjustment time - no special adjustment required on machine parameters

Lacquer type  Super lacquer
Material  ABS

Advantages

Size 23 x 1.00mm
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RAUBOND Adhesives
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RAUBOND presents a range of water-based 

adhesives, comprising Champ, PolyMaster and 

Rapid-X. These adhesives are suited for various 

applications. Being a multi-purpose adhesive, 

RAUBOND Champ is perfect for manual pressing and 

laminating applications, including hot press and cold 

press. RAUBOND PolyMaster is ideally used for PVC 

edgebanding, along with pasting plywood to acrylic 

sheets, PVC sheets and charcoal sheets. With its fast 

setting application, RAUBOND Rapid-X is used in 

marine ply, marine laminate, finger jointing and 

laminating applications (hot press, cold press and 

roller press).

Packs available in (kg) : 1/2, 1, 2, 5 and 50

RAUBOND also offers a range of water-based 

adhesives exclusively for OEMs: WudTite, WudTite 

Pro and Swift.

RAUBOND Swift is a waterproof adhesive prepared 

with a termite resistant formula, ideal for applications 

requiring fast setting.

RAUBOND WudTite is a multipurpose adhesive that 

instantly bonds with surfaces.

RAUBOND WudTite Pro is crafted with an            

anti-bubble formulation which makes it perfect for 

critical wood applications and vertical pasting.

RAUBOND Adhesives
Water-based adhesives for Retail

Packs
available in
50kg

Water-based adhesives for OEM 

 Finger jointing

 HPL to plywood

 Critical wood applications 

 Plywood to acrylic, PVC and charcoal sheets

 Wood to wood adhesive

Applications
 PVC edgebanding

Strong bonding

Quick setting

Water-resistant Heat-resistant

Maximum
spreadability Durable

Termite
resistant

Critical
carpentry

Excellent
strength

High coverage

Waterproof
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Shelf life: 2 years, in a properly closed package; to be stored in a cool and dry place.

RAUBOND Adhesives
Hotmelt adhesives

Available
in 25kg
bags

RAUBOND offers a range of hotmelt adhesives recommended for use with manual and through-feed 

machines over a temperature of 120-200°C. Additionally, low temperature adhesive is also available for 

processing thin edgebands.

RAUBOND hotmelt variants

 Medium viscosity

 No stringing

 High green strength

 Excellent adhesion for bonding PVC, wood veneer, 

PP and ABS

 High thermal resistance

 Excellent melting properties

Features

 European quality

 Grades available for through-feed, semi-automatic 

and manual edgebanding machines

Applications

 Veneer

 Resinated paper edges

 PVC

 Polyester

 ABS

 Melamine resin edges and heart-wood

To be used in manual and automatic bending 

machines for strong adhesion between the 

substrate and:

 Techpro 545/05

 Techpro Clear 6768

 Techpro 545/15

 Techplus 580/15

 Techmanual Clear6765

 Techmanual 6723/15

 Techmanual 6722/15

 Techfix 544/15
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Wood Working Accessories
Masking tape

REHAU Masking Tape
Superior quality adhesion

General purpose masking tape
The robust tape for everyday jobs, REHAU Masking Tape can be used on almost all surfaces and gets removed easily 

without leaving any residue. It can be used at all workplaces and job sites. REHAU Masking Tape is a cost-effective and 

pressure-sensitive product that holds and seals perfectly, providing superior quality adhesion for 14 hours.

Width 18mm and 24mm

 Wide range of applications

Length 20m and 40m

Features

Sizes available

 No residue transfer on removal

 Masking, splicing, bundling and packaging

 Conforms to all surfaces

Possible application areas:

Furniture Hardware

Paints Automotive
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RAUCORD Weaving Materials
The new generation weaving material
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RAUCORD

If you love the luxurious appeal of wicker furniture but dread its upkeep, RAUCORD has come 

to your rescue. RAUCORD is a collection of high quality premium synthetic weaving material. 

With its superior characteristics and cutting-edge technology, RAUCORD offers you a relaxed 

and carefree experience both indoors and out.

100% UV ProtectionUV Wipe-clean Surface Long-lasting Colours

Environment Friendly Strong and DurableOutdoor Resilience

The new generation weaving material
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Applications

Contract furniture like table, chairs, sun 

loungers as well as accessories like planter pots, 

storage box, decorative panels and others.

Choose from a wide range of profile shapes and 

sizes. 

 6.0mm peel ribbed

 2.2mm loom

Popular profiles include:

Dimensions

 7.0mm web micro ribbed

 4.5mm abaca

Try the new 18mm web mirco-ribbed

Popular one-tone colours from the Classic range

Graphite blackRibbed black
69801

Singal white
69787

Shimmer russet
75894

Popular two-tone colours from the Natural range

Java brown
013B

Honeywicker
014B

Cappuccino
653L

Whitewash
650L

Seashell (SS-3)
529B

Mocca java
528B

Arabica
526B

Elegance brown

Popular trendy colours from the Pulut range 

RAUCORD
Colour range

Refer product list for more profiles to 
match your design needs. 

Available in single one-tone colours and 
two-tone natural colours. Refer Colour 
cards for more.
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Email: customer.care.fs@rehau.com  •  Toll Free No.: 1800 2100 011

REHAU Experience Centres

BENGALURU

REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

48, Richmond Road,

Bengaluru - 560025, India

Contact Details: +91 80 2222 0014

REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

88, 2  Floor, Furniture Block, nd

Kirti Nagar, New Delhi - 110015, India

Contact Details: 11-4848 56000

DELHI

Follow REHAU India:

www.rehau.co.in

We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for the intended application 
should be checked. Utilisation and processing of our products are beyond our control and are 
therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless 
considered, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and 
used by you.

Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our 
specifications and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.

The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications 
other than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in 
respect of the products.

Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is 
correct to the best of our knowledge, but is given without obligation.

This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved.  No 
part of this tion may be  reproduced or transmitted in any form publica translated,
or by any similar means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.
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Download REHAU India App at Google Play Store

PUNE

REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

601/602, 6  Floor, Nucleus Mall,th

1 Church Road, Camp,

Pune - 411001, Maharashtra, India

MUMBAI

REHAU Polymers Pvt. td.L

Affairs Building, 903, 9  Floor, Plot No. 4, Sec - 17th

Palm Beach Road, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai - 400705, India

022-2757 4783Contact Details: 

REHAU Sales Offices

BENGALURU

REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

48, Richmond Road,

Bengaluru - 560025, India

Contact Details: +91 80 2222 0014

REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

88, 2  Floor, Furniture Block, nd

Kirti Nagar, New Delhi - 110015, India

Contact Details: 11-4848 56000

DELHI


